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Arena Publishing
Arena Publishing was founded in 1949 and is today one of the most important
publishers of books for children and young adults in Germany. We publish a
broad range of titles in our fiction and non-fiction lists; our programme includes
titles for all age groups – from toddlers up to young adults. Arena was the first
German children’s book publisher to start a paperback programme in 1958.
Books from Arena already won numerous awards and are translated into many
languages. We are also honored to be the German home of internationally
well-known authors like Cassandra Clare, Roderick Gordon and Brian Williams,
Tove Jansson, Jo Nesbø, Unni Lindell or Neil Gaiman.

Welcome to our Children Book's Catalogue!
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Christian Seltmann opens our novelty roundel with the stories of a dreamer:
FRED’S CRAZY IDEAS is a funny and hilarious book for readers 9+ about a loner
who is the new kid in town and who dreams himself away just to realize the
reality isn’t too bad when you find new friends (page 4).
EMI AND LUNA become friends despite all the prejudices that they have against
each other. A mechanical toy chicken, a puppy called Kaboom and an uncle
who invents crazy things are the perfect recipe for a witty read (page 5).
YOU ARE WONDERFUL THE WAY YOU ARE is a lesson that Pavarotti the hedgehog
needs to learn about himself. Tolerance and self-esteem are the topics of this
picture book which centers on a hedgehog who thinks he is a nightingale. With
nerve-racking consequences for his neighbours (page 6)!
Alice Pantermüller teamed up with Astrid Henn for the comedy sensation of
the year: LINA AND FRED. A BEAR JUST CAN’T GET A BREAK. Lina meets the bear
Fred when he registers in the hotel of her parents which is called the Hotel Bear.
To Lina’s delight Fred comes up with the silliest pastimes ever (page 7).
MY LIFE AS LOTTA volume 6! What should we say? 290,000 copies sold,
translation rights placed in 13 languages ... Alice Pantermüller and Daniela Kohl
still haven’t told it all. Further volumes are under preparation (page 8).
Here comes the LILLI THE WITCH relaunch (page 9) with an all-new story (LILLI
BECOMES A PRINCESS) and a new look for all backlist titles.
You find more information on our most important characters on page 3 where
we present our special catalouges.

Enjoy! We look forward to hearing from you at any time.
With all best wishes
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Sibylle Rieckhoff / Sophie Schmid
3+ • 32 pages  • 21.5 x 28 cm • hardcover
€ 12.95 • May 2007
978-3-401-09102-0
Rights: sold to FI, KR

Just try Apologizing

A bad conscience doesn’t help at all! Luki the
Squirrel feels horrible ever since his nut fell from
the tree – and then right on the nose of the big
wild boar Romeo. What if Romeo is really mad and
wants to get revenge? What if Romeo is really hurt
and needs help? What if the other animals in the
forest have noticed what Luki has done and won’t
speak with him ever again? Luki is almost mad with
bad thoughts, but the sly rabbit has a good advice
for Luki: Try it once with “I’m sorry!”

Special Catalogues
Please also check out our specialty catalogues about our most important collections: LILLI THE WITCH has been delighting children
all over the world for 20 years; the TILDA APPLESEED series has been published for 7 years now, as well as the luminous illustrations
of STEFANIE DAHLE. Our FIRST READERS COLLECTION has been in the market for more than 20 years now and offers a brand new
layout and an easier level system.

KNISTER

Click
Here!

andreas h. schmachtl

Click
Here!

Lilli the Witch has been delighting

Andreas H. Schmachtl’s books have

children all over the world for more

sold over 600,000 copies. His

than 20 years now. You find all of

bestselling character is the little

Lilli’s adventures and more collected

mouse TILDA APPLESEED. Please enter

in this catalogue.

A. H. Schmachtl's world and discover
the detailed illustrations and the cosy
stories.

Stefanie Dahle

Click
Here!

First Readers Series

Click
Here!

Steffi Dahle’s picture books are

This specialty catalogue illustrates

exclusively published by Arena. Her

the level concept of our First Readers

illustrations are full of imagination and

Collection and shows all titles

details – and most of the books are

available for the different steps.

outfitted with glitter and shimmering
effects.
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Christian Seltmann
Christian Seltmann studied history, German literature and philosophy in Bochum. Today, he lives in Berlin
with his wife and daughter. He writes books for children as well as scripts, audio and theatre plays.

Age 9+
152 pages
13.5 x 20.5 HC
€ 9.99
July 2014
978-3-401-06894-7
Rights: available worldwide

• With illustrations by Vera
Schmidt.
• The successful PAUL
VAMPIRE series has been
written by Christian
Seltmann.
• Christian Seltmann’s books
sold more than 100,000
copies so far.

Fred’s Crazy Ideas. So Much Sand and no Desert
Fred’s life is tough: His family moves to Berlin (which is loud and yucky), he has no friends
(because they all stayed in Munich) and is weird (at least that’s what everybody else says).
And what does his weird mind dream of? Well, for instance of being accepted in a
mysterious refuge, exploring deserts, shaking the hands of aliens and rescuing his
stunning classmate Helena Sugarsweet. Too bad that she doesn’t want to be rescued at
all...

Backlist samples (Author)

Paul – Suddenly a
Vampire! Spooking
around at Midnight
Children’s Book, Age 5/6+
978-3-401-70131-8
Rights of the series: sold to
CO, ES

Paul – Suddenly a
Vampire! The Blood
Sausage Mission
Children’s Book, Age 5/6+
978-3-401-70132-5
Rights of the series: sold to
CO, ES

Paul – Suddenly a
Vampire!
First Reader, Age 5/6+
978-3-401-09295-9
Rights of the series: sold to
CO, ES
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Focus Titles

Children's Books // Focus titel // comedy 9+

Focus Titles

Children’s Books // Focus titel // FRIENDSHIP series 8+

Anja Ackermann
Anja Ackermann was born in Northern Germany in 1968. She works as a writer of children’s and teen
books and has also published books under her pen name Ina Jacobsen. She shares the top floor of the
Lübeck House of Children’s Literature with four other writers; this is where her rather whimsical stories
are born. She lives on the outskirts of Lübeck with her husband and children.

Age 8+
160 pages
15.3 x 20.5 cm, hardcover
€ 9.99
August 2014
978-3-401-06984-5
Rights: available worldwide

• Start of a new series
illustrated generously in
two colours.
• Volume 2 is planned for
spring 2015.
• Pe Grigo, a new artist for
our programme, has an
extraordinary style that is
unforgettable.

Emi and Luna. A Friendship with Kaboom
What happens if you turn into just the person who you’d rather be? Anja Ackermann tells
a singularly funny tale of mix-ups and mishaps that turn into a very special friendship
between four lovable characters. There is nothing in this world Luna wants more than a
real pet. Unfortunately, all she has is Matilde, a mechanical toy chicken. Then the two of
them meet Emi and her puppy, Kaboom, and suddenly the whole world is upside down
and Matilde starts to bark! Could that have anything to do with Great Uncle Augustin’s
new invention? Emi and Luna have no idea that even stranger things will happen...
Backlist samples (Author)

Jokke Tobakka. Everybody
Listens to Me! (Vol. 1)
Children’s Book, Age 8+
978-3-401-06781-0
Rights of the series: German
audio book rights sold

Jokke Tobakka. Best
friends on four legs
(Vol. 2)
Children’s Book, Age 7+
978-3-401-06820-6
Rights of the series: German
audio book rights sold
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Sophie Schmid
Sophie Schmid studied communication design at the Munich Technical College and freestyle painting at
the Munich Academy of Fine Arts. She has been freelancing as an illustrator since 1995. Currently, Sophie
Schmid teaches the subject of drawing/drafting at the Bavarian Theatre Academy of Munich, specialising
as a make-up artist, and editorial design at the Faber-Castell Academy, Faculty of Communication Design
in Nuremberg. Her main profession, however, is to illustrate children’s books that make for extraordinary
reading and visual experiences due to their witty scenes, surprising perspectives and, last but not least,
their unique characters.

Age 4+
32 pages
21.5 x 28 cm
€ 12.99
June 2014
978-3-401-70393-0
Rights: available worldwide

• Sophie Schmid started
out as an illustrator. This
is her 2nd book where
she is both author and
illustrator.
• Books, illustrated by
S. Schmid, have sold
more than 40,000 copies
so far.
• One of them - JUST TRY
APOLOGIZING – is a
highly successful Backlist
title (page 2).

Pavarotti the Hedgehog. You Are Wonderful Just the Way You Are!
An out-of-the-ordinary story focusing on the subjects of “tolerance“ and “self-esteem“
Has anybody ever seen anything like that? Pavarotti the hedgehog thinks he’s a
nightingale – and he sings from morning until night. The inhabitants of the forest don’t
get any sleep anymore! One thing is clear: They need to convince Pavarotti that he’s a
hedgehog ... and that hedgehogs don’t sing. However, once the whole forest is quiet, all
animals have to admit that they do miss Pavarotti and his singing just a little bit ...

Backlist samples (Author)

Ups and Downs on
Planet Charivari
Picture Book, Age 4+
978-3-401-09891-3
Rights: available worldwide
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Focus Titles

Children's Books // Focus Titel // Picture book

Focus Titles

Children's Books // Focus titeL // Comedy 5+

Alice Pantermüller
After having obtained her teaching degree and training as a book dealer, Alice Pantermüller has been
living in the Lüneburg Heide with her family. Her children’s book debut BENDIX BRODERSEN made her a
well-known author.The success of the MY LIFE AS LOTTA series increased Alice Pantermüller’s
international fanbase (translated into 15 languages). After that great success, Alice Pantermüller is once
again about to conquer the hearts of young and old readers with her unique sense of humour, a large
portion of imagination and her keen sense of what children really like.

Age 5/6 +, for reading to
and by children
64 pages
17 x 24 cm, hardcover
€ 9.99
June 2014
978-3-401-70544-6
Rights: sold to BG

• Alice Pantermüller is a
bestselling author with
more than 350,000 copies
sold.
• New programme
segment at Arena in
addition to the regular
first readers for children
Age 5/6 and up.
• With illustrations by
Astrid Henn.

Lina and Fred. A Bear Just Can’t Get a Break
Those who have ever been visited by Fred, the bear, can consider themselves lucky! That’s
because Fred is a very special bear – a bear who can play the bagpipe and knows where
to look for adventures.  One day Fred stands at the reception of the Hotel Bear and Lina
knows right away that she can have real fun with him. But will Lina’s dad appreciate the
race on tea carts, the boat trip with the cat food manufacturer’s motorboat and the secret
mission against grumpy Granny? After all, the guests of Hotel Bear seek rest and a pretty
lake view ... A memorable day awaits Lina and Fred – best buddies in the whole world!
Backlist samples (author)

Bendix Brodersen. Wimps
Have no Adventures
(Vol. 1)
Children’s Book, Age 9+
978-3-401-06660-8
Rights of the series: available
worldwide

Bendix Brodersen.
Real Heroes Always Have a
Plan B (Vol. 2)
Children’s Book, Age 10+
978-3-401-06680-6
Rights of the series: available
worldwide
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Children's Books // Focus titel // Comedy 9+
A Lotta Life

My life as lotta series
MY LIFE AS LOTTA conquered the whole world. From Scandinavia to Spain, from the Netherlands to China children love the Lotta
diaries. Alice Pantermüller and illustrator Daniela Kohl cooperate congenially to create this fantastic series. Both are fountains of
funny and witty ideas, which is a delight for their readers.

Age 9 +
160 pages
13,5 x20,5 cm, flexcover
€ 9.99
June 2014
978-3-401-06965-4
Rights of the series: sold to BG,
CN, NL / BE, DK, ES (Castilian,
Catalan), GR, IL, LV, LT, NO, TR,
ZA, German audio book rights

Click
He
micro re:
site

• Licenses for the LOTTA
series have already been
sold to 15 countries.
• LOTTA’s adventures sold
more than 290,000 copies.
• Another Lotta sequel is
published every six months.
• Also available: 3 LOTTA
Non-Books.

My Life as Lotta . The Last One Will Be Kissed by an Elk (VOL. 6)
It’s about time for Lotta to travel herself. In the sixth volume of this cult series she packs
her suitcase, including her flute and her best friend, Cheyenne, and goes on a hilarious
adventure. School’s out for summer and the Petermann Family travels to Sweden with
lots of luggage, Lotta’s flute, a camper and Cheyenne. So of course, Lotta can’t wait to get
there because the country is full of wild animals, strange trolls and fluffy animals gone
wild. While her stupid brothers conquer an old Vikings’ ship, Lotta and Cheyenne do
everything in their power to track down a real prince

978-3-401-06961-6

978-3-401-06833-6

978-3-401-06814-5

978-3-401-06771-1

978-3-401-06739-1

Backlist samples (Series)

My Life as Lotta (VOL. 1 – 5)
Illustrated children’s book/cartoon,
Age 9+
978-3-401-06739-1
Rights of the series: sold to BG, CN,
NL / BE, DK, ES (Castilian, Catalan),
GR, IL, LV, LT, NO, TR, ZA, German
audio book rights
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lilli the witch

Children's Books // Focus titel // Magic 8+

LILLI THE WITCH series
KNISTER is one of the most famous and successful German children’s book authors. His books have been
translated into more than 40 languages and over 21.5 million copies of the LILLI THE WITCH series have
been sold worldwide. This bestselling series was also the basis for a cartoon series and a movie which
premiered 2009 in Germany (LILLI THE WITCH, THE DRAGON AND THE MAGIC BOOK). Being in the
market for more than 20 years now, the series receives a make-over and will be republished with a new
look in autumn 2014.

Age 8 +
112 pages
15.3 x 20.5 cm
€ 9.99
October 2014
978-3-401-06326-3
Rights of the series: sold to BG,
BR, CN, CZ, DK, EE, ES (Cast.,
Cat., Basque, Galician), FI, FR,
GR, HR, HU, ID, IL, IT, J, ROK, LT,
LV, NL, NO, PL, PT, RO, SCG, SE,
SI, SK, TW, TH, TR, US, VN, ZA

ere:
Click H
special
gue
catalo

• Please check out our LILLI
THE WITCH Catalogue to
learn more about the 35
volumes.
• Lilli’s adventures have
been translated into 40
languages and sold 21.5
million copies worldwide.
• With illustrations by Birgit
Rieger.

Lilli the Witch Becomes a Princess (VOL. 19)
Lilli uses her magic book to turn everything upside down! This time she conjures herself
into the land of fairy tales – as a princess! Actually, just so she won’t EVER have to tidy
up her room again. Bad luck! Who would have expected that in fairy tale land Lilli will be
kidnapped by a fairy tale dragon – who demands of her to tidy up his cave?

978-3-401-06939-5

978-3-401-06938-8

978-3-401-06937-1

Backlist samples (Series)

Lilli the Witch (VOL. 1 – 3)
Children’s book, Age 8+
Rights of the series: sold to BG, BR, CN, CZ, DK,
EE, ES (Cast., Cat., Basque, Galician), FI, FR, GR,
HR, HU, ID, IL, IT, J, ROK, LT, LV, NL, NO, PL, PT, RO,
SCG, SE, SI, SK, TW, TH, TR, US, VN, ZA, German
audio book rights
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lilli the witch

Children's Books // First readers // magic 6+

LILLI THE WITCH - FIRST READERS SERIES
KNISTER is one of the most famous and successful German children’s book authors. His books have been
translated into more than 40 languages and over 21.5 million copies of the LILLI THE WITCH series have
been sold worldwide. This bestselling series was also the basis for a cartoon series and a movie which
premiered 2009 in Germany (LILLI THE WITCH, THE DRAGON AND THE MAGIC BOOK). Being in the
market for more than 20 years now, the series receives a make-over and will be republished with a new
look in autumn 2014.

Age 6+
56 pages
15.3 x 20.5 cm
€ 7.50
September 2014
978-3-401-70551-4
Rights of the series: sold to
BG, BR, CN, CZ, DK, ES (Cast.,
Cat., Basque, Galician), FI, FR,
German Audio Rights sold, GR,
HR, HU, ID, IL, IT, J, ROK, LT, LV,
NL, NO, PL, PT, RO, SCG, SE, SI,
SK, TH, TR, US, VN

ere:
Click H
special
gue
catalo

• Lilli’s adventures for
reading beginners.
• The series has been
translated into over 40
languages.
• The series sold more
than 21.5 million copies
worldwide.
• With illustrations by Birgit
Rieger.

Lilli the Witch and the Wild Monster Party (VOL. 16)
When Mom won’t let her watch the monster movie, Lilli has a monstrously good idea!
She quickly takes her magic book and conjures a real live monster. Oh boy! What she
didn’t know was that her new little monster friend would invite his whole family to her
playroom... The lady next door, Ms. Blabbermouth, will remember that monster party for a
long time, too!

978-3-401-70042-1

978-3-401-70251-3

978-3-401-70057-1

Backlist samples (Series)

Lilli the Witch (Vol 1, 2, 3)
First Readers, Age 6+
Rights of the series: sold to BG, BR, CN, CZ, DK,
EE, ES (Cast., Cat., Basque, Galician), FI, FR, GR,
HR, HU, ID, IL, IT, J, ROK, LT, LV, NL, NO, PL, PT, RO,
SCG, SE, SI, SK, TW, TH, TR, US, VN, ZA, German
audio book rights
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kwiatkowski

Children's Books // Bestseller // Mystery 7+

a case for kwiatkowski series
Jürgen Banscherus, born in 1949, worked as a journalist, publishing editor and teacher for adult
education before commencing as a freelance author in 1989. In the meantime, he has become one of
Germany’s most renowned authors of literature for children and juveniles. His books have received
numerous awards and have been translated into twenty-one languages so far. When PI KWIATKOWSKI
gets involved, no case remains unsolved, no eye stays dry from laughing so hard. His adventures are
super thrilling entertainment not only for serious sleuths!

Age 7+
96 pages
12.1 x 19.5 cm
€ 7.99
July 2014
978-3-401-70543-9
Rights of the series: sold to CN,
CZ, CH, DK, ES, FR, GR, ISR, LT,
NO, PL, SI, ZA, SE, TH, TR, US,
German audio book

ere:
Click H e
it
s
Micro

• With witty illustrations by
Ralf Butschkow.
• The series has been
translated into 17
languages so far.
• The series has sold more
than 1 million copies
worldwide.
• With illustrations by Ralf
Butschkow.

A Case for Kwiatkowski. The Shoe of the Marabou (VOL. 23)
A saboteur is playing havoc during the making of a detective movie. In order to uncover
the perfidious troublemaker, the film producer hires Kwiatkowski. While waiting in the
wings of the dark film studio after hours, the private eye gets himself into a perilous
situation ...

Backlist samples (Series)
A Case for Kwiatkowski.
The Chewing Gum
Conspiracy (VOL. 1)
Children’s Book, Age 7+
978-3-401-70016-8
Rights of the series: sold to
CN, CZ, CH, DK, ES, FR, GR,
ISR, LT, NO, PL, SI, ZA, SE, TH,
TR, US, German audio book

A Case for Kwiatkowski.
Duel of Detectives (VOL. 8)
Children’s Book, Age 7+
978-3-401-09907-1
Rights of the series: sold to CN,
CZ, CH, DK, ES, FR, GR, ISR, LT,
NO, PL, SI, ZA, SE, TH, TR, US,
German audio book

A Case for Kwiatkowski.
The Secret of the Flying
Cow (VOL. 13)
Children’s Book, Age 7+
978-3-401-09901-9
Rights of the series: sold to CN,
CZ, CH, DK, ES, FR, GR, ISR, LT,
NO, PL, SI, ZA, SE, TH, TR, US,
German audio book
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THE MUFFIN CLUB series
Katja Alves was born in Coimbra/Portugal. She worked in various professions, such as in a bookstore and
broadcasting. Today, she works as a freelance writer of children’s novels, children’s stories and audio
plays. She and her family make their home in Zurich. Katja Alves’ favourite food includes Portuguese rice
cakes she claims are directly related to muffins. The MUFFIN CLUB SERIES is illustrated by Elli Bruder.

The Muffin Club.The Best AntiShyness-Action in the World
(VOL. 4)
Age 7/8+
104 pages
15.3 x 20.5 cm
€ 8.99
June 2014
978-3-401-70419-7
Rights of the series: sold to
IL, NE

Do you know who is turning as red as a
strawberry in any situation? This question
is easy to answer because everybody
knows that Lin is extremely shy. And
the Muffin Club definitely has to do
something about that! So Tamtam,
Miranda and Lulu come up with a
fail-safe anti-shyness training. But will it
really help? The story night at school is
interrupted by a wild burglar chase. And
now Lin gets to really show what she’s
made of!

The Muffin Club Celebrates
Christmas (Special edition)
Christmas without any Christmas

Age 7/8+
88 pages
10 x 15 cm
€ 2.99
September 2014
978-3-401-70565-1
Rights of the series: sold to
IL, NE

presents – unheard of, right? That’s
why the class of the four muffin friends
organises a gift drawing! And of course
a whole heap of muffins must be baked.
But somehow, nothing is working out:
The tickets have been all mixed up and
the baking of the muffins goes wrong.
And on top of it all, Lin’s violin has
disappeared... Now the Muffin Club has
to step in so that the Christmas party of
the class turns into a sugar-sweet success
after all!

Backlist samples (Series)

The Muffin Club.The
Sweetest Gang in the
World (VOL. 1)
Children’s Book, Age 7/8+
978-3-401-70129-5
Rights of the series: sold to
IL, NE

The Muffin Club. Best
Friends Forever (VOL. 2)
Children’s Book, Age 7/8+
978-3-401-70130-1
Rights of the series: sold to
IL, NE

The Muffin Club. Best
Friends And The Super
Rabbit (VOL. 3)
Children’s Book, Age 7/8+
978-3-401-70402-9
Rights of the series: sold to
IL, NE
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Muffin Club

Children's Books // Bestseller // Friendship 7+

Albert Andakawwa

Children's Books // New series // Mystery & comedy 9+

ALBERT ANDAKAWWA SERIES
Patricia Schröder, born in 1960, lives by the North Sea with her husband, two children and a handful of
animals. She studied product design and worked as a freelance writer for many years. First, she wrote
satirical texts for radio programs; then she went on to write texts for anthologies before she discovered
her passion for children’s and teen books. In the meantime, she has published numerous children’s and
teen novels. Visit www.patricia-schroeder.de for more information about the author.

Age 9+
160 pages
13.5 x 20.5 cm
€ 9.99
June 2014
978-3-401-06972-2
Rights of the series: available
worldwide

• The series sold 10,000
copies so far.
• Patricia Schröder’s series
for girls BEST FRIEND;
STUPID COW is a huge
success.
• All of Patricia’s books
have been sold a total of
1 Mio. so far.
• With illustrations by Horst
Klein.

Albert Andakawwa. The Diamond inside the Dachshund (VOL. 2)
Plock! Plock! Plock! Things are upside down in Albert Andakawwa’s home. A popcorn
bag turns Max and Sofie into monsters covered with warts, Jumpie the kangaroo is sent
off to a dog training class, and a stranger delivers an old-fashioned TV set to Albert. How
can a secret agent focus on his work in this mess? But Albert must recover the diamond
swallowed by the dachshund. Will he be able to defeat the gangsters and turn everything
into a happy end?

Backlist samples (Author)

Albert Andakawwa.
The Most Secret Secret
Agent of All Times –
Muddy Waters (VOL. 1)
Children’s Book, Age 9+
978-3-401-06971-5
Rights of the series: available
worldwide

Best Friend, Stupid Cow!
Love and Trouble and a
Reunion (Vol. 4)
Children’s Book, Age 10+
978-3-401-06462-8
Rights of the series: sold to
CZ, HU, IL, LIT
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the bramble
berry princess

Children's Books // Trilogy // Friendship 8+

THE BRAMBLE BERRY PRINCESS TRILOGY
Marianne Efinger was born in Southern Germany in 1958; today she lives in Bretagne. She studied
several semesters of philosophy, language and literature and worked for a publisher and an
environmental protection organisation before her debut novel was published in 2010. LISA AND THE
BRAMBLE BERRY PRINCESS was her first children’s book.

Age 8+
176 pages
15.3 x 20.5 cm, hardcover
€ 12.99
July 2014
978-3-401-06992-0
Rights of the series: available
worldwide

• Trilogy
• The series has already sold
25,000 copies.
• With extraordinary
illustrations by Julia Dürr.

Lisa and the Bramble Berry Princess. The Tart Adventure (VOL. 3)
Somebody broke into Granny Frieda’s home. Since her house is so crowded with objects,
she can’t be sure if anything was actually stolen. But then there are these strange tracks in
her yard, and of course the Lions Gang has to investigate them right away. However, Lisa,
Parvati and Nele have discovered something that the Lions have overlooked and that will
turn out to be a big surprise.

Backlist samples (series)

Lisa and the Bramble
Berry Princess (VOL. 1)
Children’s Book, Age 8+
978-3-401-06821-3
Rights of the series: available
worldwide

Lisa and the Bramble
Berry Princess.
Friendship Days Are the
Happiest (VOL. 2)
Children’s Book, Age 8+
978-3-401-06884-8
Rights of the series: available
worldwide
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Children's Books // New series // Comedy 7+

Nelli M.

Nelli Emm series
Admittedly, Nelli Emm (a.k.a. Nelli Mangelkramer) did have professional help when penning her stairway
diary! She is a young author who already used to love to draw and write when she was still a child. After
studying Literature and several years of working for a publishing house, she turned the writing of stories
into her profession. She and her family live in the Franconia Region.

Age 7+
112 pages
13.5 x 20.5 cm
€ 7.99
August 2014
978-3-401-06990-6
Rights of the series: available
worldwide

• The second volume of the
witty and charming series.
• Included are lots of
cartoon-like illustrations
by Theresa Strozyk.
• A real eye catcher:
printed in Pantone
special colour!

Nelli and the Princess. A Borrowed Mouse in the House (VOL. 2)
There is nothing Nelli wants more than a pet, especially since pet’s day is coming up in
school! Is she supposed to be the only one who will show up at school without a pet in
tow? No way! Nelli does anything in her power to get her hands on an animal. No matter
whether it is a snail, a hamster or a mouse! But that endeavour isn’t as easy as expected!

Backlist samples (series)

Nelli and Princess. That
Thing About the
Stairway Diary (VOL. 1)
Children’s Book, Age 7+
978-3-401-06964-7
Rights of the series: available
worldwide
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the monster school

Children's Books // Story Books // Monsters 5+

the monster school series
Christian Loeffelbein, born in Kiel in 1968, studied Literature and Art History in his home town and
worked for the newspaper die tageszeitung (taz) in Berlin as a journalist. Subsequently, he worked as
an editor for a magazine publisher in Hamburg and started to write his first children’s novel. By now, he
has turned to writing books for children and teens into his vocation and fulltime job. THE GATE TO A
THOUSAND WORLDS was Loeffelbein’s first project with Arena. PROFESSOR GRAGHUL’S SECRET
MONSTER SCHOOL became his first story book.

Age 5+
144 pages
17 x 24 cm
€ 12.99
June 2014
978-3-401-70414-2
Rights of the series: sold
to CZ, German audio book
rights

• Captivating and witty
world of monsters.
• Imaginative children’s
book characters that thrill
and entertain readers.
• High-quality illustrations
by Ina Hattenhauer.

Professor Graghul’s Secret Monster School. A Monstrous Trip to the
Cheese Moon (VOL. 2)
The monster school is closed for the holidays! As soon as Nicki de la Baby Belle’s invitation
has arrived, things get rolling. But when Lena and Lukas, accompanied by their uncle
Professor Gregorius Graghul and the monsters, arrive at Castle Baby Belle, they are met
by an eerie silence, and their friend Nicki has disappeared without a trace ... And suddenly
one monster after another disappears. Lena and Lukas sense that somebody out there
wants the monster school out of the way. Will they be able to protect the school from
uncle Gregorius’s adversary and his evil cheese moon conspiracy?
Backlist samples (Series)

Professor Graghul’s
Secret Monster School
(VOL. 1)
Children’s Book, Age 5+
978-3-401-09935-4
Rights of the series: sold
to CZ, German audio book
rights
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The Gate To a
Thousand Worlds

Children's Books // Series // adventures 7/8+

Christian loeffelbein
Christian Loeffelbein, born in Kiel in 1968, studied Literature and Art History in his home town and
worked for the newspaper die tageszeitung (taz) in Berlin as a journalist. Subsequently, he worked as
an editor for a magazine publisher in Hamburg and started to write his first children’s novel. By now, he
has turned to writing books for children and teens into his vocation and fulltime job. THE GATE TO A
THOUSAND WORLDS was Loeffelbein’s first project with Arena. PROFESSOR GRAGHUL’S SECRET
MONSTER SCHOOL became his first story book.

Age 7/8+
144 pages
12.5 x 20 cm
€ 8.99
July 2014
978-3-401-70413-5
Rights of the series: available
worldwide

• A new adventure around
the legendary GATE TO A
THOUSAND WORLDS.
• Illustrated by Hauke Kock.
• Included is an appendix
with facts & information
on the topic.

The Gate to a Thousand Worlds. The Treasure Island of the Ghost Pirates
(VOL. 6)
A mysterious treasure map leads Isabel and her brother, Leo, first to Long John Silver’s
sinister ship and then to Captain Flint’s fabled treasure island. Accompanied by their new
friends, Jim and Tine, they run into horrible ghostly pirates. Will they manage to recover
Captain Flint’s treasure even though an evil spell has been cast on it?

Backlist samples (Series)

The Gate to a Thousand
Worlds. The Victory of
the Musketeers (VOL. 5)
Children’s book, Age 7/8+
978-3-401-70401-2
Rights of the series: available
worldwide

The Gate to Thousand
Worlds. The Trap of the
Black Knight (VOL. 1)
Children’s book, Age 7/8+
978-3-401-09788-6
Rights of the series: available
worldwide
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Children's Books // Bestseller // Magic 5+
Pony Fairy

Pony fairy series
Barbara Zoschke was born in Leverkusen in 1964. Since 1998, she has worked as a freelance writer of
children’s and teen books and has also given creative writing courses. Barbara Zoschke and her family
make their home in Cologne. The adventures of Pony Fairy and her pony fill 19 volumes and sold over
350,000 copies so far in Germany.

Age 5/6+
48 pages
10 x 15 cm
€ 2.99
September 2014
978-3-401-70564-4
Rights of the series: sold to
GR, IL, NL, PL, TR, German
audio book rights

• The perfect
combination: the Pony
Fairy + Christmas
• The series has been
translated into 5
languages so far.
• The series sold over
350,000 copies.
• Illustrated by Corina
Beurenmeister.

Here Comes Pony Fairy! Pony Fairy Celebrates Christmas (special edition)
The Pony fairy is looking forward to Christmas – tomorrow, the waiting will finally be over!
Suddenly, a piece of bad news travels to Rose Island: King Antonio has been snowed in at
his castle – and his friend, Santa Claus, too! All fairies agree that spring magic is out of the
question. But then how can they free Santa in time?

Backlist samples (Series)

Here Comes Pony Fairy! A
Unicorn on Rose Island
(VOL. 16)
Children’s Book, Age 6+
978-3-401-45385-9
Rights of the series: sold to
GR, IL, NL, PL, TR, German
audio book rights

Here Comes Pony Fairy!
Moon Girl Dream Horse
(VOL. 18)
Children’s Book, Age 6+
978-3-401-45420-7
Rights of the series: sold to
GR, IL, NL, PL, TR, German
audio book rights

Here Comes Pony Fairy! A
Journey to the Star Elves
(VOL. 20)
Children’s Book, Age 6+
978-3-401-45428-3
Rights of the series: sold to GR,
IL, NL, PL, TR, German audio
book rights
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The Strawberry Fairy series
Stefanie Dahle was born 1981 in Schwerin and spent countless hours looking at picture books and
painting the walls of her room even when she was a child. At the HAW Hamburg, she studied illustration
– and today she writes and illustrates her own imaginative and beautiful picture book worlds that let the
reader spend many hours with day-dreaming. Since 2007, she works exclusively for Arena.

The Strawberry Fairy. Strawberry
Magic in Fairy Land (Vol. 2)
Picture Book
Age 3 +
32 pages
21.5 x 28 cm
€ 12.99
June 2014
978-3-401-70161-5
Rights of the series: sold to
CN, EE, FI, LV, NO

Picture Book: Oh, a strawberry contest with
an award for the most beautiful idea – of
course the Strawberry Fairy has to
participate! She quickly jumps into her
hot-air balloon and sails straight into an
exciting adventure, accompanied by Bibo
Butterfly and Trudi Fairy Child. Will they
arrive in fairy land in time for the contest?

The Strawberry Fairy. A Funny Frog
Concert and Other Stories (Vol. 2)
Story Book: The Strawberry Fairy turns

Story Book, Age 4 +
88 pages
17 x 24 cm, hardcover
€ 9.99
July 2014
978-3-401-70411-1
Rights of the series: sold to
CN, EE, FI, LV, NO

every day into a lovely little adventure.
She organises a funny slide party in the
strawberry garden for the snails. Assisted
by Zetti Hedgehog, she cures the throat
ache of the members of the frog choir
so that they can sing for the fairy queen.
And the Strawberry Fairy’s friends throw
her a great big surprise party. We wish
you all the happiness in the world,
Strawberry Fairy!

ere:
Click H
special
gue
catalo

Backlist samples (Series)

Strawberry Fairy.
Magical Stories from
Strawberry Fields
(Vol. 1)
Story Book, Age 4+
978-3-401-70394-7
Rights of the series: sold to
CN, EE, FI, LV, NO

Strawberry Fairy.
Sunnyside Up (Vol. 1)
Picture Book, Age 3+
978-3-401-09999-6
Rights of the series: sold to
CN, EE, FI, LV, NO
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Stefanie Dahle

Children's Books // Bestseller // Fairy 3+

Children's Books // Bestseller // Picture Book
Andreas H.
Schmachtl

Andreas H. Schmachtl
Andreas H. Schmachtl was born in 1971; he studied fine arts, German literature and English literature.
Since 2007, he has applied all his love for detail and his characters to narrating and illustrating
enchanting and adventurous stories about mice, rabbits, hedgehogs and other small creatures whose
welfare and protection means a lot to him. His books have been published exclusively by Arena
Publishing House.

Age 3+
32 pages
29.5 x 20.7 cm
€ 12.99
May 2014
978-3-401-70163-9
Rights of the series: German
audio book rights

• Volume 1 sold more than
10,000 copies.
• Andreas H. Schmachtl is
the creator of
TILDA APPLESEED,
JULI DANDELION &
HIERONYMUS FROG.

Josephine the Guinea Pig. Friends Are the Greatest Joy (Vol. 2)
A lovely new adventure of a very special guinea pig. Successful picture book topic:
“friendship“. Narrated by Andreas H. Schmachtl with humour and a lot of TLC. Lovely gift
for big and little friends. The guinea pig Josephine is dreaming again – of a very best
friend. If she had a little friend, she could build cute cottages while a big friend could
protect her. Josephine would tell a quiet friend her most beautiful stories, and a
courageous friend wouldn’t even be afraid of the night. Oh, how wonderful it would be to
have a friend! And then Josephine’s greatest wish comes true!
Backlist samples (Series)

Josephine dreams of
the Sea
Picture Book, Age 3+
978-3-401-07688-1
Rights of the series: German
audio book rights

ere:
Click H
special
gue
catalo
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3 Minute Stories

Children's Books // Bestseller // Story Book

Three Minute Stories Series
Parents will find just the right stories for their child in the series 3-Minute Stories: short story time texts about children’s favourite
topics motivate children to listen. Particularly suitable as good-night stories or for short breaks during daytime.

Christine Merz
Age 4+
80 pages
17.5 x 24.6 cm, Hardcover
€ 9.99
June 2014
978-3-401-70533-0
Rights: German audio
book rights

• Written by bestselling
authors like Isabel Abedi,
Jutta Langreuter,
Christina Koenig.
• Popular and successful
series: over 150,000 sold
copies.
• The series includes 16
titles on these topics: fun,
goodnight, teddy,
bravery, adventure,
angel, fairy, pirate, knight,
Christmas, dragon,
sandman, magic pony,
princess, and soccer.

Three-Minute Stories about the Sandman
The squirrel babies don’t want to go to bed yet!
So it’s a good thing that the sandman has these wonderful stories in his bag: like the story
about the little frog who wants to jump over the rainbow or the one about the young
rabbit that wants to outrun the autumn wind. And before you can blink, all children have
fallen asleep and fly into the beautiful land of dreams with the sandman.

Backlist samples (series)

Isabel Abedi
Three-Minute Adventure
Stories
Story Book, Age 4+
978-3-401-09988-0
Rights: sold to PL

Jutta Langreuter
Three-Minute Pirate
Stories
Story Book, Age 4+
978-3-401-08932-4
Rights: available worldwide

Milena Baisch
Three-Minute Princess
Stories
Story Book, Age 4+
978-3-401-09757-2
Rights: available worldwide
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Board Books

Children's Books // Board Books // Touch & Feel

Stefanie Reich
Stefanie Reich, born in 1984, studied Visual Communication at the Bauhaus University in Weimar. She
lives and works as a freelance illustrator in Leipzig.
Connie the cow has smart spots, while Pino the Zebra has stripes and Margaret the sheep has curls. Not
only can all these great patterns be looked at but also felt on the book pages. And before you can count
to three, all the beetles and butterflies have been touched and counted, too. Two extraordinary
touch-and-feel books which stimulate all senses in a playful manner!

My First Touch-and-Feel
Fun Book. Striped Zebra,
Spotted Cow
Age 18 months+
12 pages
19 x 19 cm
€ 5.99
June 2014
978-3-401-70169-1
Rights: available worldwide

• Extraordinary: embossed
touch-and-feel effects.
• Hands-on grasping of
amounts and patterns.
• Funny rhymes and
illustrations.

My First Touch-and-Feel Fun
Book. Scurrying Mice,
Scramling Beetles
Age 18 months+
12 pages
19 x 19 cm
€ 5.99
June 2014
978-3-401-70170-7
Rights: available worldwide
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Board Books

Children's Books // Board Books // Busy Picture

Dirk Hennig
Dirk Hennig, born in Dortmund in 1972, studied graphics design and illustration at the University of Applied Sciences in Münster.
After working as a graphic and web designer, he dedicated himself fulltime to illustrating children’s books and books for young
adults since 2005.

Dirk Henning
Age 2 ½+
14 pages
25 x 31.5 cm
€ 12.99
June 2014
978-3-401-70168-4
Rights: available worldwide

• Extra-large picture book
format.
• Illustrations crawling with
details.
• “Vehicles“ is still the most
popular topic in the
cardboard picture book
segment.

Driving through the City and the Country. My Great Big Busy Picture
Vehicle Book
Sooo many vehicles! Moritz goes on vacation with Mom and Dad – and there are lots
of motor vehicles to see in the city: fire trucks, police cars, buses, trucks and family cars.
And in the country? It is crawling with vehicles, too: trains, tractors and all these other
vehicles... Extra funny busy picture book featuring vehicles in an extra-large picture book
format!

Backlist samples (Format)

Hans-Günther Döring
How do Animals live.
A Busy Picture Book
Board Book, Age 2+
978-3-401-09926-2
Rights sold to: Estonia
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Board Books

Children's Books // Board Books // FlaP Design

Sandra Grimm
Sandra Grimm lives in Northern Germany with her husband and her son. Being a certified pedagogue
and author of children’s books, she is interested in the questions children ask and is always looking for
exciting ways how to explain the world to them.

Sandra Grimm
Sabine Kraushaar
Age 24 months +
12 pages
23 x 23 cm
€ 9.99
June 2014
978-3-401-70171-4
Rights: available worldwide

• Important topic for
children: This is me; this is
my body.
• Funny rhymes about the
questions: Do you know
all the body parts? And
all the senses? What does
my body need? What am I
good at?
• Numerous flaps for the
child’s active participation
and discovery tour.

My First Body Picture Book
Your body can do so much: smell with your nose, taste with your tongue, see with your
eyes. And jump and run with your legs. But every child is different and is good at different
things. Children get to know their own bodies with this funny book equipped with flaps –
and playfully learn what is good for their bodies!

Backlist samples (Author)

My Great Big Memory
Game and Puzzle Book.
Favorite Animals
Board Book, Age 3+
978-3-401-07734-5
Rights: available worldwide

When Christmas Comes
Around Again.
A Book Crawling with Details
and with 150 Surprises for
Searching and Discovering
Board Book, Age 2+
978-3-401-09456-4
Rights: available worldwide

I Like Going to
Kindergarten!
Board Book, Age 3+
978-3-401-09790-9
Rights: available worldwide
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Board Books

Children's Books // Board Books // Kiddi Nature

Kiddi Nature
With the Kiddi Nature series, it’s all about nature – even in production! The books’s colours are all based on vegetable oils, glue
is free from any solvents and the finish is water-based. Our Kiddi Nature series books are made of recycled paper to a very high
degree. They are produced in Germany.

My Little First Word Picture Book:
Teddy, Apple, Ball and Book
Christine Kugler
Age 18 months+
16 pages
15 x 20 cm
€ 4.99
June 2014
978-3-401-70364-0
Rights: available worldwide

By recognising brightly coloured pictures
and naming objects, very young children
get to know their world because every day,
there are so many new things to discover!
Their favourite animals, toys and objects
found at home, exciting vehicles on the
road – all that can be discovered in the
large-sized illustrations. KIDDY Nature –
they are the first picture books toddlers
enjoy! Featuring vehicles in an extra-large
picture book format!

• Good for our youngest
readers – good for the
environment.
• Recognising and naming
objects: That’s how toddlers
conquer their world.
• Brightly coloured scenarios
perfect for searching,
finding, looking at and
talking about.

My Little First Word Picture
Book: Vehicles, Animals,
Farm
Christine Kugler
Age 18 months+
16 pages
15 x 20 cm
€ 4.99
June 2014
978-3-401-70365-7
Rights: available worldwide
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Children's Books // Christmas // super Heroes 10+
Christmas

Super Heroes series
After having obtained her teaching degree and training as a book dealer, Alice Pantermüller has been
living in the Lüneburg Heide with her family. Her children’s book debut BENDIX BRODERSEN made her a
well-known author.The success of the MY LIFE AS LOTTA series increased Alice Pantermüller’s
international fanbase (translated into 15 languages). After that great success, Alice Pantermüller is once
again about to conquer the hearts of young and old readers with her unique sense of humour, a large
portion of imagination and her keen sense of what children really like.

Age 10 +
96 pages
15.3 x 20.5 cm
Hardcover
€ 6.99
June 2014
978-3-401-06966-1
Rights: available worldwide

• Alice Pantermüller has
managed to write in a voice
very close to her target
group, creating a tough,
lovable and fresh character
young readers can identify
with.
• A powerful mix of mystery,
cartoons and a story about
friendship.
• The illustrations by Ulf. K,
the popular illustrator who
is known for his
extraordinary projects.

When Super Heroes Celebrate Christmas (Vol. 4)
Forget about a relaxing Christmas Season! At first, a group of upset reindeer pops up
in the small forest, then Karline the super heroine hears about a mysterious man with a
white beard who has been brought to the hospital and diagnosed as having amnesia.
Of course he can’t really be Santa Claus, can he? Definitely a case that calls for audacious
super heroes!

Backlist samples (Series)

Super Heroes Always Fly
in Secret (Vol. 1)
Children’s Book, Age 9+
978-3-401-06825-1
Rights of the series: available
worldwide

Super Heroes are UnflappablE (Vol. 2)
Children’s Book, Age 9+
978-3-401-06850-3
Rights of the series: available
worldwide

Super Heroes Always Fly
High (Vol. 3)
Children’s Book, Age 9+
978-3-401-06936-4
Rights of the series: available
worldwide
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Children's Books // Christmas // Story book 5+
Christmas

Ulrike Kaup
Ulrike Kaup studied German literature and social sciences in Münster, Germany. Then she went abroad
and lived in Australia for half a year. Apart from being a teacher, she writes children’s books.

Age 5+
104 pages
17.5 x 24.6 cm
€ 12.99
September 2014
978-3-401-70391-6
Rights: available worldwide

• Attractive design: 24
perforated pages to be
opened while reading
along.
• A puzzling story children
can help solve.
• Humorous narrative with
endearing, imaginative
characters, illustrated by
Hans-Günter Döring.

Ida, Lou and Balthasar and the Magic Christmas Tree. 24 Christmas Season
Calendar Stories
This year, Grandpa Paul promises his grandchildren a Christmas Season calendar full of
surprises. It is to be filled with 24 stories and it starts on December 1st: Balthasar the bear
wants to visit his friend, Lou. But where has Lou’s beautifully decorated Christmas tree
gone? Ida the owl figures right away that a thief must have stolen it. They will have to find
the thief – and also the tree, of course! Because how could they celebrate a wonderful
Christmas on December 24th, if they don’t have a tree?
Backlist samples (Author)

My Great Big Puzzle
Picture Book: Very First
Christmas Tales
Board Book, Age 3+
978-3-401-09634-6
Rights: available worldwide

Once Upon a Time
Around Christmas ...
Very First Christmas
Tales
Board Book, Age 2 1/2+
978-3-401-09637-7
Rights: available worldwide

An Angel Came Flying
To Earth. Two Heavenly
Christmas Stories
Story Book, Age 3+
978-3-401-09729-9
Rights: available worldwide
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Children's Books // Christmas // Fairy 7+
Christmas

Milly Lametta series
Julia Winterstern, born in 1972, studied literature and worked as at a publishing house before deciding
to become a writer and translator. Her favourite activity is to read to her son and daughter. She and her
family live in the Franconia region.

Age 7+
13.5 x 20.5 cm
168 pages
€ 9,99
September 2014
978-3-401-06897-8
Rights: available worldwide

• Attractive design: 24
perforated chapters to
be opened while reading
along.
• Around 6,000 copies of
the first volume have
been sold already.
• Illustrated by Axel Nikolai.

Milly Lametta. A Magical Christmas Miracle. (Vol. 2)
With this magical Advent calendar book, Christmas time will be even cosier! An exciting
story about heartfelt wishes and a clumsy Christmas Fairy! 24 chapters with perforated,
sealed pages, illustrated by Axel Nikolai.
Christmas is near and Luzie writes her wish list. Will her two greatest heartfelt wishes
come true? She wishes for nothing more than to play the main part in the Christmas
school play. When her best friend, Aline, gets the part, Luzie is desperate. But then the
Christmas fairy Milly Lametta turns up ...
Backlist samples (Series)

Milly Lametta.
Everything Your Little
Heart Desires (Vol. 1)
Age 8+
978-3-401-06812-1
Rights of the series: available
worldwide
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Jutta Langreuter
Jutta Langreuter was born in Copenhagen, spent her childhood in Brussels and now lives in Munich with
her family. She worked with children for many years in her profession as a certified psychologist. The
author is one of the most successful German-language writers of picture books.

Age 3+
32 pages
21.5 x 28.0 cm
€ 12.99
August 2014
978-3-401-08271-4
Rights: available worldwide

• Jutta Langreuter is a
bestselling author with
more than 900,000 sold
copies!
• Beautifully illustrated by
Christine Kugler.
• Juttaʼs books have been
translated into BE, BG,
BY, CN, CO, EE, FI, GR, HU,
KR, LV, PL, RU, SI, TH, US,
VN, ZA.

Oscar Bear and His Friends Are Waiting for Santa
Nothing is more beautiful than the Christmas time. At least that’s what Oscar Bear and
Pepita Badger think. Everything smells so wonderful and looks so festive! No wonder that
the two of them are impatiently waiting for Santa Claus. And they want to share their
happy anticipation with Karlchen, their friend, too. But, unfortunately, Karlchen’s dad
doesn’t enjoy Christmas. He doesn’t like cookies or Christmas decorations and he hates
Christmas gifts. So Oscar and Pepita have to come up with something to ensure that
Karlchen has a wonderful Christmas ...
Backlist samples (Author)

See how much I love you
Picture Book, Age 3+
978-3-401-09621-6
Rights of the series: sold
to CN, FI, GR, KR, LV, RU, SI,
US, ZA, German audio book
rights sold

Buddy Bear Doesn’t
Want to Go Asleep
Picture Book, Age 3+
978-3-401-08302-5
Rights of the series: sold
to BG, CN, FR, EE, RU, PL,
TH, VN

I’m Tough – I Just Say No!
How Children Develop
Self-Confidence
Picture Book, Age 3+
978-3-401-09165-5
Rights of the series: German
audio book rights sold
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Christmas

Children’s Books // Christmas // Picture Book

Children's Books // Christmas // Board Books
Christmas

Pina Gertenbach
Pina Gertenbach, who was born in 1982, received the 3rd prize of the Meefisch Award in 2011. In 2007,
she obtained her title of certified communication designer from the University of Mannheim and has
worked as a freelance designer and illustrator in Karlsruhe ever since.

Age 24 months+
12 pages
22.5 x 29.5 cm
€ 7.90
June 2014
978-3-401-70568-2
Rights: available worldwide

• Advent calendar doors
contain surprises for
every day.
• Large crowded pictures
featuring countless
details to be found and
discovered.

My Funny Busy Picture Fun. The Incredible Journey to Santa Claus
Merry Christmas in the deep woods! The five friends are looking forward to Christmas Eve
sooo much – but does Santa really know where they live? Fortunately, Bear has a great
idea – and so the friends set out on a journey to Santa Claus to show him the way to their
cosy cave ...

Backlist samples (Illustrator)

Christian Seltmann
Little Knight Shorty.
Stories about Knights
First Reader, Age 5/6+
978-3-401-09922-4
Rights: available worldwide

Christian Seltmann
Little Knight Shorty.
School Stories
First Reader, Age 5/6+
978-3-401-70355-8
Rights: available
worldwide

Christian Seltmann
Little Knight Shorty.
Adventure stories
First Reader, Age 5/6+
978-3-401-70404-3
Rights: available worldwide
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Children's Books // Christmas // Board Books
Christmas

Maria Wissmann
Maria Wissmann was born in Berlin in 1961 and still lives there with her husband and their two sons.
She loved to paint and draw in her childhood and has made this passion her profession after studying
graphic design.

Age 2+
12 pages
29.5 x 22.5 cm
€ 9.99
June 2014
978-3-401-07818-2
Rights: available worldwide

• Attractive toy book with
many flaps containing
surprises.
• Enchanting and cute
illustrations.
• Super large picture book
format.

Santa Claus, Where Are You?
Everybody is busy in Santa’s workshop: The Christmas cat bakes cookies, the rabbit sews
clothes for dolls and the bear crafts beautiful gifts. Christmas Eve is close and all the
children are waiting for their gifts. Yet where on Earth is Santa?

Backlist samples (Illustrator)

Open and Close – It Is Easy!
Learning by Playing, Age 3+
978-3-401-09455-7
Rights: available worldwide

Come Visit Santa’s Home!
Cardboard Picture Book, Age 2+
978-3-401-09822-7
Rights: available worldwide
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The Following Agencies Represent Our Lists:
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Balla-Sztojkov Literary Agency
Catherine Balla
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Tel: +36-1-456-03-11
Fax: +36-1-456-03-64
E-Mail: c.balla@ballalit.hu

Italy:
Giuliana Bernardi
Literary Agent
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Tel: +39 041 50 56 512
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Meike Marx
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NL – 1016 DW Amsterdam
Tel: +31-20-33 06 658
Fax: +31-20-422 92 10
E-Mail: lkohn@planet.nl

Spanish/Portuguese Language Areas:
Ute Körner Literary Agent, SL
Sandra Rodericks
C/ Aragó, 224-pral-2
E – 08011 Barcelona
Tel: +34 93 323 89 70
Fax: +34 93 451 48 69
E-Mail: sandra.rodericks@uklitag.com
www.uklitag.com
Thailand:
Agency TEXT
Charubhastra Meyhöfer-Talayasut
15, Buddhabucha 33/2 Road
Bangmod, Thungkhru
Bangkok 10140, Thailand
Tel/Fax: +66 2 42 63 37 9
E-Mail: text2010@truemail.co.th
Turkey:
AnatoliaLit Agency
Dilek Akdemir
Caferaga Mahallesi, Guneslibahce Sok.
No: 48 Or.Ko. Apt., B Blok D: 4
34710 Kadikoy, Istanbul
TURKEY
Tel: +90 216 700 1088
Fax: +90 216 700 1089
E-Mail: dilek@anatolialit.com
http://www.anatolialit.com/
For the territories Finland, India,
Indonesia, Sweden and Vietnam
please contact:
Pia Emling, Junior Rights Manager
Tel: +49-931-796 44 74
Fax: +49-931-796 44 13
E-Mail: pia.emling@arena-verlag.de

Poland:
GRAAL Agencja Literacka
Joanna Maciuk
Pruszkowska 29/252
PL – 02-119 Warszawa
Tel: +48-22-895 20 00
Fax: +48-22-895 20 01
E-Mail: joanna.maciuk@graal.com.pl

For the territories Baltic States,
Denmark, Norway, Russia, South
Africa and all other territories please
contact:
Tanja Dziewior, Rights Director
Tel: +49-931-796 44 62
Fax: +49-931-796 44 13
E-Mail: tanja.dziewior@arena-verlag.de

Romania:
Simona Kessler
International Copyright Agency Ltd.
Str. Banul Antonache 37
RO – 011663 Bucharest 1
Tel: +40-21-31 64 806
Fax: +40-21-31 64 794
E-Mail: simona@kessler-agency.ro

Arena Verlag GmbH
Foreign Rights
Rottendorfer Str. 16
D – 97074 Würzburg
Germany
www.arena-verlag.de

Israel:
The Book Publishers Association of Israel
Dalia Ever Hadani
29 Carlebach Street
IL - 67132 Tel Aviv
Tel: +972-3-5614121
Fax: +972-3-5611996
E-Mail: rights2@tbpai.co.il
Please notice:
We have a new general email address: lizenzen@arena-verlag.de
You can use this one at any time if you are in doubt whom to contact.
You can also download our catalogues on our new rights site: http://www.arena-verlag.de/arena/lizenzen
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